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Sanskrit - English Dictionary is an Electron-based desktop
application that, as its name suggests, allows you to translate
words between Sanskrit and English. It supports the Monier
Williams and Apte dictionaries and offers several input and
output modes. Easy-to-use desktop dictionary The installation
process is very straightforward, and the application does not
have any software requirements worth mentioning. As a result,
you can set up the program and translate what you need in no
time at all. Once you have launched the application, just write
or paste the word you wish to translate and click the magnifier
or press Enter. You will also be allowed to choose between the
two dictionaries that are supported. Multiple translation
modes, input and output options Sanskrit - English Dictionary
supports the Monier Williams and Apte dictionaries, and you
can switch between them quickly to see the differences
between the translations. Additionally, you can click on
abbreviated terms to view explanations in a pop-up. Moreover,
the application enables you to choose between several input
modes (Harvard-Kyoto, SLP1 and ITRANS), as well as
multiple output modes (IAST, Devanagari, Harvard-Kyoto,
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SLP1 and ITRANS). Minimalistic UI that all users should find
to be very accessible When it comes to the GUI, first-time
users are certain to appreciate its simple design, as you can get
accustomed to its layout in seconds. However, it would have
been great if some visual customization options were
available, as not everyone will be happy with the application’s
looks. More specifically, users should have the option to
change the default color theme and font size. All in all,
Sanskrit - English Dictionary is a relatively simple but welldesigned application that enables you to translate words from
Sanskrit to English using two dictionaries. It is very novicefriendly, featuring a minimalistic UI design, and it supports
multiple input and output methods. Sanskrit - English
Dictionary Pros: - Easy-to-use desktop dictionary - Supports
multiple input and output methods - Supports two dictionaries
- Minimalistic UI design - Accurate translation - Accurate
translations - Easily converts words to IAST - Supports
ITRANS as well as Monier Williams and Apte dictionaries Supports abbreviations - Supports IAST - Supports
Devanagari - Supports Harvard-Kyoto - Supports
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KEYMACRO is an easy to use and simple to use utility that
has a built in dictionary, thesaurus and calculator.It has over
100 built in commands which make it far superior to other
online to to find out what the meaning of a word is or what a
word means in a specific circumstance. Features: Built in
dictionary for over 50,000 words, thesaurus and calculator
Built in emoticons (emoticons?) Synchronized with the
Microsoft Office Suite and compatible with Google Chrome
Using an App-Store-Like interface that supports iPhone,
Android and other mobile devices Built in IME for 90
languages and includes over 300,000 words Using the
keyboard command line it is possible to search for words
within a document (see example below) Built in Project
Manager, it is possible to create simple to complicated
projects with any number of tasks, including deadlines Não há
suporte aos seguintes idiomas: Relacionado Sanskrit - English
Dictionary is an Electron-based desktop application that, as its
name suggests, allows you to translate words between Sanskrit
and English. It supports the Monier Williams and Apte
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dictionaries and offers several input and output modes. Easyto-use desktop dictionary The installation process is very
straightforward, and the application does not have any
software requirements worth mentioning. As a result, you can
set up the program and translate what you need in no time at
all. Once you have launched the application, just write or paste
the word you wish to translate and click the magnifier or press
Enter. You will also be allowed to choose between the two
dictionaries that are supported. Multiple translation modes,
input and output options Sanskrit - English Dictionary
supports the Monier Williams and Apte dictionaries, and you
can switch between them quickly to see the differences
between the translations. Additionally, you can click on
abbreviated terms to view explanations in a pop-up. Moreover,
the application enables you to choose between several input
modes (Harvard-Kyoto, SLP1 and ITRANS), as well as
multiple output modes (IAST, Devanagari, Harvard-Kyoto,
SLP1 and ITRANS). Minimalistic UI that all users should find
to be very accessible When it comes to the GUI, first-time
users are certain to appreciate its simple design, as you can get
accustomed to its layout in seconds. 1d6a3396d6
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Sanskrit - English Dictionary is an Electron-based desktop
application that, as its name suggests, allows you to translate
words between Sanskrit and English. It supports the Monier
Williams and Apte dictionaries and offers several input and
output modes. Easy-to-use desktop dictionary The installation
process is very straightforward, and the application does not
have any software requirements worth mentioning. As a result,
you can set up the program and translate what you need in no
time at all. Once you have launched the application, just write
or paste the word you wish to translate and click the magnifier
or press Enter. You will also be allowed to choose between the
two dictionaries that are supported. Multiple translation
modes, input and output options Sanskrit - English Dictionary
supports the Monier Williams and Apte dictionaries, and you
can switch between them quickly to see the differences
between the translations. Additionally, you can click on
abbreviated terms to view explanations in a pop-up. Moreover,
the application enables you to choose between several input
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modes (Harvard-Kyoto, SLP1 and ITRANS), as well as
multiple output modes (IAST, Devanagari, Harvard-Kyoto,
SLP1 and ITRANS). Minimalistic UI that all users should find
to be very accessible When it comes to the GUI, first-time
users are certain to appreciate its simple design, as you can get
accustomed to its layout in seconds. However, it would have
been great if some visual customization options were
available, as not everyone will be happy with the application’s
looks. More specifically, users should have the option to
change the default color theme and font size. All in all,
Sanskrit - English Dictionary is a relatively simple but welldesigned application that enables you to translate words from
Sanskrit to English using two dictionaries. It is very novicefriendly, featuring a minimalistic UI design, and it supports
multiple input and output methods. Popular Downloads
Skosmo.com is the place where you'll find tons of helpful,
exact and easy to understand instructions, how-to articles and
tips. We focus on the newest technology and we love to share.
You'll find here the latest computer and smartphone tips,
download drivers, user manuals, guides, FAQs,
troubleshooting and maintenance articles. We want you to use
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your computer, smartphone and tablet in the easiest way
possible, so we have developed a website to make your
What's New in the Sanskrit - English Dictionary?

Sanskrit - English Dictionary is a desktop application that
helps you translate words between Sanskrit and English. The
application provides a simple interface, but there are some
things that the developers could improve. Main features: •
Supports Monier Williams and Apte dictionaries. • Enables
you to choose between two input modes (Harvard-Kyoto and
SLP1). • Lets you select between several output modes (IAST,
Devanagari, Harvard-Kyoto, SLP1 and ITRANS). • Lets you
easily switch between the dictionaries. • Lets you choose
between several font sizes. • Lets you customize the color
theme. • Allows you to choose between several translation
modes (interlinear, mnemonics and non-mnemonics). • Lets
you choose between several time units (quarter, half, full and
fractional). • Lets you choose between several levels of
phonetic accuracy (i.e., phonemic or phonetic). • Allows you
to list the grammatical class of the word. • Lets you create a
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log file and export it to PDF. • Provides a text box with the
English translation, and it is also possible to view the
translation in a pop-up window. • Allows you to learn the
meaning of the word in two ways: by hovering the mouse over
it and by clicking on it. • Lets you save your translations in a
file. • Lets you know the pronunciation of the word in several
ways: by hovering the mouse over it, by clicking on it and by
clicking the magnifier. • Lets you know the meaning of the
word in various ways: by viewing the meaning or by clicking
the translation. • Provides a help file that displays the
information about the application's options. • Allows you to
create bookmarks. • Lets you know the meaning of the word
in three ways: by viewing the meaning, by clicking the
translation and by viewing the pronunciation. • The
application has a log file. • The application has a source code.
• The application has an icon. • The application has a binary
file. • The application has an icon in the Windows system tray.
• The application has an icon in the macOS dock. • The
application is localized in English. • The application has a
desktop shortcut. • The application has a menu. • The
application has a menu in the macOS dock. • The application
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has a menu in the Windows system tray. • The application has
a shortcut in the Windows system tray. • The application has a
shortcut in the macOS dock. • The application has a help file.
• The application has a manual. • The application has a trial
version. • The application is free. • The application is a
desktop application. • The application supports Windows 7,
Windows 8.1, Windows
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System Requirements:

Compatible with: Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows
Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Multimedia:
DVD, SACD, CD-ROM, SACD-CD (included), CD-RW (not
included) Language: English (all options) Platform: Laptop,
Desktop Plug-in PCMCIA adapter Microsoft DirectX 10
Sound Card (only standard PC card support, no onboard sound
cards) Hardware Requirements: hardware acceleration of
video content
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